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• The section of the research that reports 
your study’s findings derived from the 
methods you have applied to gather and 
analyze information,
• It states the finding of the research and 

present them in a logical sequence without 
bias or interpretation from the author.

What is 

the Result 

section? 



• The Results section is the third major 
section of most scientific paper. It follows 
the Material and Methods section and it 
come before Discussion section.

Where 

does it go 

in the 

paper? 

Introduction

Material and 
Methods

Result

Discussion

What did you Find?



Contents of  the result

1. Problem with data collection.

2. Main result of the experiment.

3. Other interesting trends in your data.
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Elements for showing the result!

vTables



vFigures
ØGraph

ØPictures 

ØCharts



• The Results section should present what was found in a logical order.

• The author can choose to tell one story or many stories, adding 
subsections if allowed in the instructions to authors.

• Results should be presented briefly and in the past tense.

• The most important results should be mentioned first. Negative or 
trivial findings are best mentioned toward the end of this section.
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Scientific Writing: Results

• The author may start the Results section by referring
to an experiment that documents the premises of the
main scientific problem.

•Although the Results section is not the place to
discuss findings, occasionally authors might have to
clarify why the experiment was conducted, what the
results mean, and how they lead to the next
experiment.



• Indeed, concise language often is best, as some journals 
have considerable page charges.
• Hence, the concise “Blood pressure remained 

constant(Figure 1)” may be preferable to the more verbose 
“It can be seen from Figure 1 that blood pressure remained 
constant. . ..”
• In any case, authors should state that representative, not 

typical, experiments have been selected.
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• a summary of all experiments can be presented, provided 
that the data are normalized, for example by setting the 
median or the mean for the control group at 100%. Of 
course, in that case the author must also state the absolute 
value of the 100% figure, such as in a table’s footnote: “The 
100% values ranged from 32 to 56 mmol/L.”
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• An author should have a good reason for excluding atypical 
results, and exclusion criteria should be set before the 
research project starts. 
• the author may need to describe the common characteristics 

of any atypical results at the end of the Results section.
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